THEOREM. Letf(z) be an entire f unction of order p, and let <f>(r) denote the number of points of the circle \z\ -r at which f {z) is real. Then 
(1)
hm sup ^ p. 
<t>(r) è <t> n (r).
If N n (r) is the number of zeros of V n (z) in |z| 5=r, then by the argument principle, <t> n (r) *zN n (r) and thus
Suppose that in the circle \z\ ^p n , V n (z) has at least p zeros. Then for r^p n (3) *(r) è p.
We have now the theorem of Montel (see Now let a be fixed, 0<a<l, and take p=an; then for infinitely many n ^ {j5 w i/<*-oji/u-«>.
Hence from (3) with p = an> and putting r= {5w 1/(p_€) } 1/(l~a) , there is a sequence of values of r tending to infinity along which whence log 0(r) lim sup è (1 -«)(p -e) r->«> log r and the result follows since €>0 and 0<a<l were arbitrary. We ask: (a) can the sign of inequality hold in (1) ? (b) is it true that log n lim sup = p n->» log r n where r n is the modulus of the zero of largest modulus of (2) ?
